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Title: iREC
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Labory
Publisher:
Mamilos Club Studios
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
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It seems like despite the indie retro-craze that's been going strong for the past few years, many of them, while awesome, fail to
capture that old school 90s insanity that I find myself aching for when playing a classic on an emulator just doesn't hit the spot.
This baby doesn't disappoint - especially if you can grab it during a Steam Sale like I just did. The atmosphere, humor, sound
and feel of the action all come together to form a pretty hilarious and addictive package of nonsensical carnage. If you dug
games like Zombies Ate my Neighbors and Smash TV, pick this one up. It doesn't have the exploration they did, but the feel is
right at home.. I definitely wouldn't recommend this to anyone...
The voice acting is really, really bad, the story drags in many places, It's pretty glitchy, and the ending is...just stupid.

Don't buy it, unless you want to stare dead eyed into the characters' equally robotic faces.. Love this software so much, very
usefull. However, it would be better if the developer add meshes animation feature in the future.
You can see my houndreds of character on my site : tokegameart.net. Great dont be poor. Atari should have died back in the
80s.. I PERSONALY like this game, as it has everything I like: Chicken as playable character, guns, shooting chickens and a
non-serious gameplay.
HOWEVER I bought it 0,49€, and I think this is the right price, because it is a poor game overall. There are only two modes,
two enemies (at least for the first waves) and you can just shoot and throw granades. You can change weapon by buying them
after a looot of time. I think this should be signed as alpha, as it seems really empty. Don't buy it at full price. battlezone gold
edition...does not make my top 10 list, although it is quite fun. Graphics are a bit retro, but let's be honest...in battlezone it has
never been about the graphics being drop dead gorgeous...the gameplay is what you would expect and if you love being in a tank
and strategically taking out enemies, ground and air, than this game is for you....the cockpit and the feel as you are in it is one of
the coolest feeling I've felt in a game like this in a long time...is it worth 35 bones, afraid not but if you see it on sale pick it
up...you won't regret it!
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this game I give 10 out of 10 becaues it fun i want a redux of all 2 game or a new game it fun. The artisticness, style, and flow of
Braid, with a mechanic similar to The Swapper. It's all combined with just enough special sauce to make the game feel truly
unique, all the while conveying a message entirely its own. The challenge and flow of the game are handled extremely well,
allowing it to create a sense of tension or triumph exactly when it wants to. Playing Another Perspective is a very well-crafted
experience, which just makes you appreciate its message that much more.

I've had more fun with other puzzle platformers, but few have managed to so perfectly balance how much I was thinking about
the puzzles with thinking about the big picture of the game (and there was plenty of both!). It's a fairly short game- my first
runthrough took just over an hour, but if you're at all a fan of puzzle platformers, this is not one to miss.. Unless I am doing
something wrong or missing something this is about 15-20min tops for a playthrough. Promising if expanded but very lacking
for the price right now.. A very interesting game that is very well styled. It does get very repetitive after a short amount of time,
however the game does not take very long to complete. The ending felt a little bit lacking, personally, but it was cool anyways. I
enjoyed the time i played the game and my only complaints are the repetition and unsatisfying ending (again, just a personal
thing) but if you can get past that its a very enjoyable and unique experience.. Fun game. Helps if you're over 5' or even taller
though. This is for the puzzle solver in your family who likes engineering.. Great, legendary game, but unplayable version. You
will have to read a lot of forums, make a lot of tuning, install fixes, etc. And it's still will barely work.. Spooky and fun. W:R's
multiplayer is broken, and its enjoyment factor is upped through multiple players (as some of these reviewers have already
pointed out). Maybe after an update I could recommend this game, but otherwise it's just another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665y indie rpg trying to replicate the SNES "glory days." Secret of Mana was fun because you
could two-player or multitap it--the fun was lessened exponentially in single player. Strictly hack-and-slash gameplay of Mana
(and W:R) becomes quickly tedious in single player. Play Hammerwatch instead.. It's a cute and very short game but very
tedious. One you can finish in an hour. Even less if you're one that can easily "spot the difference". The tediousness is really my
only complaint. I do commend the simplistic artwork. I don't think the DLC is worth $5 however. Perhaps $1. But not $5.
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